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STARGATE

OBSERVATORY

Observatory Chairman: Robert Halsall / 781-6784
Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Warren Astronomical Society in conjunction with Rotary International.
Located on the grounds of Camp Rotary, Stargate features a 12.5 inch club-built Cassegrain telescope under an aluminum
dome. The Observatory is open to all members of the club in accordance with 'THE STARGATE OBSERVATORY CODE OF CONDUCT'.
Those wishing to use the observatory must call by 7:00 p.m. (in the evening of the observing session. Lectures are given
at Stargate Observatory each weekend. The lecture will be either Friday or Saturday night, depending on the weather and
the lecturer's personal schedule. The observatory is located at N. Lat. 42° 45' 43.5", W. long. 82° 55' 25.6", Alt. 206m.

LECTURER’S

LIST

Lecturers should check with Camp Rotary to determine whether the Scouts are staying at the camp and to inform the Ranger
the day and time of the lecture. If you cannot lecture on your scheduled weekend, please make arrangements to switch
weekends with another lecturer or call the Chairman as early as possible. The lecturers for the coming weekends are:

May
June

19/20
26/27
2/3
9/10

Clyde Burdette ....... 749-3295
Steve Aggas .......... 469-8773
Bob Keller ........... 781-6853
Jon Root ............. 937-0869

June
July

16/17
23/24
0/1
7/8

Riyad Matti ........ 548-7511
Russ Patten ........ 588-0799
Frank McCullough ... 689-8034
Clyde Burdette ..... 749-3295
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12:00

cleanup. Barbeque in the afternoon.
9:00 P.M. - Messier Contest.

Noon.

Bring

June

1
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Meeting at Cranbrook Institute of Science,
A full program of activities is planned.
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Group

will
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at

William

Observatory

your

own

7:30

food.

P.M.

Dominguez’

house

at 7:00 P.M. Call 342-2972 for directions and information.
The topic for discussion will be 'Fundamental Forces'.
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Lunar & Planetary observing at
Alan Rothenberg, 344-2854, for
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Meeting
full
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at
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Summer
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the power
details.
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Doug

station.

College

7:30

Aug.
Oct.

16
20/21

to

P.M.

A

planned.
Bock's.

The

Lunar

and

Planetary Group will meet at the same time. Come
P.M. and bring your own food. Call 750-9369.

FUTURE

Contact

at

2:00

EVENTS:

-

Come

Camp

Rotary

to

observe

the

total

lunar

eclipse.

-

Deep Sky observing at Cedar Lake, in the Waterloo
Recreation Area. Contact Ken Kelly for details

State

MINUTES OF THE MACOMB MEETING-APRIL 20, 1989
The meeting came to order at 7:45. Bob Halsall talked about the various
repairs he has performed at Stargate. Ken Strom announced our present balance
was $1300.
The program consisted of a NOVA episode on chaos theory, which was
followed by a discussion on the controversial reports of cold fusion. A
lively discussion on this and related topics ensued. Following this, it was
decided to adjourn at 9:45.
Tom MacLaney
Secretary

MINUTES OF THE CRANBROOK MEETING-MAY 4, 1989
Steve Aggas started the meeting by talking about the fossil hunt held
the previous weekend. Eight members participated in this outing, and
evidently had a good time. Jeff Bondono had the best find-an almost complete
fossil of a trilobite.
Bob Halsall discussed what needs to be done at the cleanup session at
stargate on May 27th. He is particularly interested in finding some carpeting
to replace what is presently there. Anyone who can help with this should
contact him.
Ken Kelly mentioned that he has computer versions of the NGC and
Zodiacal Catalogs to share with those who are interested. Contact him to make
arrangements.
For the program, Ken Strom told some entertaining stories about life
aboard the Space Shuttle which he heard from Maj. Robert Stuart, who has been
a mission specialist.
This was followed by a 'Guess the Constellation' session with various
slides. Members pointed out what objects were visible in each constellation.
Then the club viewed an episode of 'The Mechanical Universe' dealing with the
Michelson-Morley experiment. After this, the meeting adjourned around 9:30.
Tom MacLaney
Secretary

OBSERVING THE GALAXIES NEAR M8l: A BEGINNER'S GUIDE
by Jeff Bondono
Ursa Major (heretofore abbreviated as UMA) is a great hunting ground for galaxies. Several bright galaxies are located in
this constellation and many many more not-so-bright ones are, too. It’s a good place to hone your galaxy-spotting skills
so you can be sure to be ready for the galaxy lover's haven of Leo, Virgo, and Coma, which will follow UMA in the sky by
a month or two. For-those of you who have not yet become adept at spotting galaxies, I’ve written this article to help
you get started. Hopefully, it may be helpful or interesting for the pros among you, too.
I've chosen a very small portion of UMA to help you get started. Figure 1 shows a large-area map of UMA, with the area
of concentration outlined with a dashed line. Figure 2 shows the dashed area in detail, and is a copy of chart 23 from
Uranometria 2980.9. Table 1 lists the galaxies that are shown in Figure 2 which are listed in Sky Catalogue 2088.8, volume
2. The galaxies I will be discussing in this article have all been observed by me, using an 8 inch F6 Newtonian telescope.
A few of them should be seeable with smaller instruments, too. I have observed them all from my moderately light-polluted
observing site near 23 mile and Van Dyke. In addition to the UMA abbreviation, I'll be using these abbreviations:
= minutes of arc = sixtieths of a degree; N = north; S = south; W = west; and E = east.
To start, use Figure 1 and your eyes without any optical aid to familiarize yourself with the area of the sky containing
UMA. If you need to look at the Figures or Table or this article while you're observing, be sure to light the text with
the faintest light that lets you read it, and ONLY a red light. Use a piece of red cellophane or tissue paper over a
flashlight to accomplish this. The farniliar Big Dipper should get you started pretty easily. Follow the top two stars of
the bowl of the dipper towards the W (away from the handle of the dipper). You should see the two stars shown in Figure
1, called 23 UMA and Omicron. Omicron is almost as bright as the dipper stars and should be easy to spot. 23 is a fainter
star (slightly fainter than the faintest bowl star, delta) but should still be seeable with your naked eye, provided that
you let your eyes adjust well to the darkness.
Once you have found 23 UMA, find that star and center it in your telescope's field of view, using the lowest-power eyepiece
you have. Now, while looking in your telescope, nudge the scope slightly to the N (still with 23 in the field) to
familiarize yourself with which direction in the eyepiece corresponds to N on the charts. The stars that enter the field
of view when you nudge to the N are the ones to the N of 23 UMA. Be sure to remember whichever direction (upper-left, for
example) that turns out to be in your setup, because as long as you do not move your scope too far from here, that
direction in your eyepiece will correspond to N on the charts.
Now switch to Figure 2. Notice that the gridwork on the chart is labeled with right ascension (W-E coordinate) along the
bottom and top of the map. and declination (N-S coordinate) along the left and right edge of the map. The table 1
coordinates for the galaxies indicate the objects' positions in that gridwork. Starting at 23 UMA, move about 7 degrees
N to the star 24 UMA, just slightly fainter than 23 was. 24 Uma is faint enough that you probably won't be able to see it
with your naked eye around here, but it should be seeable in your viewfinder, so you can probably use it to move find the
star quickly. If you have trouble finding 24, or don't really know how far 7 degrees is, just start back at 23 UMA and
move one field at a time, comparing what you see to the patterns of stars shown on the chart. For example, with 23 UMA in
your field of view, look for the stars which are just to its ESE (that’s left-down-left on the map). There's a pretty
faint one near 23 UMA, then a brighter one still further away in about the same direction. Notice how far the second one
is from 23 UMA to get a hang of the scale of the map versus the scale of your eyepiece. Remember that spacing, go back to
23 UMA, move N and slightly W by just slightly more than that spacing, and you should see the two very faint and very
close together stars shown on the map. Continue moving N from there, through the 2 brighter stars between declination 65
and 66 degrees, through the clumping of stars near 67 degrees, and on up to the star 24 UMA.
When you see 24 UMA, move your scope to the Sand E, following the 1-degree chain of stars shown on the map until you get
to the last star in the chain; the one that's almost as bright as 24 was. That star is marked (by me) with an X on figure
2. Remember the distance from 24 to X, and move that same amount due E. You should see our first galaxy… M81. It will
appear as a large soft and faint glow, as opposed to the sharp bright images that you see when you look at a star.
Depending on the size of your scope, the clarity of the sky, and the quality of your eyesight, it will be anywhere from
about 4' in size on up the quoted size of about 20'. While you have M81 in your eyepiece take about 5 minutes to study it
and attempt to see more and more detail. You’ll be surprised at how much more you'll be able to see if you take your time
and let the image sink into your mind for a while. Your brain will automatically get used to the more obvious things in
M81 within a couple of minutes, and that will free it up to see more subtle details. Try switching lenses to higher powers
and doing the same slow thing to try and see more and more detail. In my 8-inch scope, M81 appears as a 6' by 3' glow
aligned NW to SE. The inner 2' x 1 region is considerably brighter than the softer outer regions and centered in that
brighter central area is a much brighter still star like dot. To the SE of the glow, on one night of exceptional seeing
I barely made out a short curved arc on the southern edge that was the beginning of a spiral arm. M81 is the dominant
galaxy in the M81 group of galaxies, a gravitationally bound "sub-cluster" of galaxies, analogous to the Milky
Way/Magellanic clouds; M31/M32/NGC 285; M51, and the M101 group. The M81 group is about 10 million light-years distant,
roughly 5 times as far away as M31. Due to its close proximity to us, this group spans about 15 degrees in our sky. M81
is about the same size as the Milky Way, and we view it at about a 38 degree angle to face-on.
From M81, nudge your telescope about 40' N to M82. You should see a long thin smear of light about 18' by 2' running WSW
to ENE. If you study M82 carefully, you should see that it is very uneven in its brightness. Unlike most galaxies, which
are brightest in their center and drop off towards their outer regions, the bright and dark spots in M82 are not regular.
This makes it one of the more interesting galaxies for my money. The surface is covered with randomly-occurring bright
and dark spots; an appearance called "mottling". About 3' E of the center of the galaxy, I see a very dark lane that cuts
the galaxy along its minor apparent axis, and just to the E of that lane is the part of the galaxy which looks brightest
to me. M82 is about 138,998 light-years away from M81, and is only one tenth the mass of M81. It was long ago thought to

be a prime example of an exploding galaxy. Later, it was thought that the appearance of explosion was an optical illusion
caused by reflection of light off surrounding dust pulled out of M81. In fact, M81 and M82 are enclosed in a common
envelope of dust and hydrogen gas. The most recent study I've read about, by Tully during 1988, indicates that indeed M82
is exploding, powered by a huge number of supernovae explosions triggered by massive star formation caused by the
condensation of stars out of that hydrogen gas. Studies of the motions of MB1 and M82 indicate that they passed each other
about two hundred million years ago and are now drawing apart.
Go back to M81 (40' S), then almost 1 degree E to an eighth-magnitude star, then about 15' S to another eighth-magnitude
star. Less than 5' SSE of that star is NGC 3077, a tenth magnitude elliptical galaxy. The galaxy is hard to see due to
the nearby bright star's overpowering light, but I am able to make out a homogeneous glow of about 2' or 3'. This galaxy
is a member of the M81 group.
Once more, go back to M81, and W 90’ to star X. From there, follow the scattered stars in figure 2 further W to the galaxy
NGC 2787 at right-ascension 0919. When I observe NGC 2787, I see a 2' very faint glow which is located about 5' NE 2
ninth-magnitude stars that are separated by about 5' and aligned from W to E. The galaxy itself is a very smooth glow… no
brighter nucleus shows up to me, and I see no hint of any spiral arms. I do not know whether NGC 2787 is a member of the
M81 group or not.
Return to star X, then go N about 3 degrees to the star 27 UMA. From there, move exactly 1 degree E and you should see
another tenth-magnitude galaxy, NGC 2985. It appears to me as a very faint 1' glow located exactly in the center of a
nearly-square 29' grouping of tenth magnitude stars. The galaxy appears again as a soft glow with no outstandingly bright
nucleus. A twelfth-magnitude star is just 2' SE of the center of the galaxy. Again, I do not know whether this is an M81group member.
One more return to 27 UMA, S to star X, then S about 40' should put you at an eighth-magnitude star shown as a double on
figure 2. Move about 50' E to a ninth-magnitude star, then 40' S to galaxy NGC 2976. This is a difficult galaxy to find
due to its faintness (about 10.5 magnitude), and the lack of nearby stars. In fact, my notes indicate that it is located
in a 'barren field'. I see an extremely faint glow of about 4' by 2', aligned NW to SE. It is located about 7' NP of a 7'
equilateral triangle of tenth-magnitude stars. NGC 2976 is a member of the M81 group.
Besides the 6 galaxies I've guided you to, 19 other galaxies are shown on figure 2 which are listed in table 1. I have
not observed any of those other 19. Give the others a try if you're so inclined, being sure to start with the ones with
the best combination of brightness and proximity to stars shown in figure 2.
M81, M82, and companions offer those of us with small-to-moderate sized telescopes the opportunity to view more detail
than the average galaxy. When we observe M82, we are able to see some detail in a galaxy which is still not well understood
by professional astronomers. Few galaxies that I have observed show as much interesting detail as M82. Take a while this
April to see as much detail as you can in these galaxies. I think you'll enjoy yourself, and you'll definitely gain
valuable experience that will help you with the Realm of the Nebulae to come.

Sources:
Hirshfeld and Sinnot, ed;
Tirion. Rappaport, Lavi;
Ferris;

Sky Catalogue 2898.9 Volume 2; Sky Publishing Corporation; 1985
Uranornetria2888.9 Volume 1;
Willmann-Bell, Inc;
1987
Galaxies;
Stewart, Tabori & Chang;
1982

Saturn by William Dominguez

Saturn is the sixth planet in order of distance from the Sun. It is the most
distant planet that was known to the ancient astronomers. Its average distance
from the Sun is 887 million miles. Sunlight at this distance is 90 times weaker
than sunlight at Earth's distance from the Sun. Consequently, the temperature at
the top of the clouds is quite low- about 290 degrees below zero. It takes 30
years to complete one revolution around the Sun. It is the second largest of the
planets. Its diameter is 75,000 miles. Nine planets the size of Earth could be
lined up side by side across Saturn, and 815 planets the size of Earth would fit
inside it. Saturn rotates very rapidly, taking only 10 1/2 hours to complete one
rotation on its axis. The rapid rotation flattens the planet at the poles. Its
density is only 0.69 grams per cubic centimeter, which means that it would float
if it were placed in water. All the other planets would sink.
Saturn has been visited by three spaceprobes- Pioneer XI in 1979, Voyager I
in 1980, and Voyager II in 1981. All three satellites have revolutionized our
knowledge tremendously of the planet, its rings, and its satellites.
Saturn's atmosphere, like Jupiter's, is composed mostly of hydrogen, helium,
methane, and ammonia. It doesn't contain as many colorful markings because it is
obscured by a haze. The atmosphere is even more violent and turbulent than
Jupiter's though. Winds blow at velocities of up to 1,000 miles per hour in the
upper atmosphere.
Saturn generates three times as much heat as ·it receives from the Sun. Like
Jupiter, the planet is still quite hot from its formation. The interior of the
planet is composed of hot hydrogen fluid and liquid metallic hydrogen, which is
hydrogen under such an immense pressure that it behaves like a metal. At the
center of the planet, there may be a rocky core a little larger than Earth. The
central temperature is estimated to be 50,000 degrees.
Saturn has a magnetic field about 70% as strong as Earth's and is surrounded
by radiation belts.
The most fascinating aspect of Saturn is its rings, which were first noticed
in 1655'by Christian Huygens. There were seven major rings, six of which are
several thousands of miles wide. The total ring system spans more than 600,000
miles, yet it is np more than 15 feet thick. The rings are made up of billions
of icy boulders orbiting Saturn and appear as a solid sheet from Earth only
because they are seen from a distance of almost a billion miles. It is believed
that the rings are a satellite that never formed because the particles were so
close to Saturn that the planet's gravity resisted them drawing close together.
One of the rings is braided. Another one of the rings has spokes which trigger
electrical discharges of lightning.
Saturn has 17 known satellites. Nine of them are easily detectable through
from Earth- Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Titan, Hyperion, Iapetus, and
Phoebe. Their sizes range from 135 miles for Phoebe to 3200 miles for Titan,
making Titan even larger than Mercury. Mimas is about 240 miles in diameter and
contains a crater 80 miles in diameter, which is about the largest crater that
can be produced in relation to a satellite's size without shattering the
satellite. Enceladus reflects 100% of the light it receives, making it the most
reflective body in the solar system. Tethys contains an even larger crater than
Mimas and has a huge canyon on the opposite side. Dione and Rhea show indications
of having been resurfaced sometime during their evolution.
6

Titan is one of the few satellites in the solar system that has an atmosphere,
which is composed mostly of nitrogen. The atmosphere is even denser than the
atmosphere of Earth. The basic building blocks for life are present, but the
extremely cold surface temperature of 292 degrees below zero rules out the
possibility of life. According to the latest model, the surface is an ocean of
liquid ethane mixed in with some methane and nitrogen. Hyperion is shaped like a
hamburger pattie. Iapetus is ten times brighter on one hemisphere than the other.
Phoebe orbits Saturn in a retrograde direction, which leads many astronomers to
believe that it is a captured asteroid.

F R O M

T H E

L I B R A R Y

S H E L F

By Tom MacLaney
THE MILKY WAY
Bart J. Bok and Priscilla F. Bok
Most of the objects amateur astronomers are interested in are located within our
galaxy. This is the fifth edition (1981) of an introductory text which will give anyone
a good idea of the general workings of this system.
The book begins with an overview of our galaxy, accompanied by some striking wideangle photographs of the Milky Way from Aquila to Vela. Then it returns to our immediate
stellar neighborhood and covers the various types of stars which comprise it.
The authors go on to cover many classes of objects and processes, such as clusters
and associati6ns, motion within the galaxy, spiral structure and galactic evolution.
Two chapters are devoted to the interstellar medium, a topic which receives short
shrift elsewhere. One chapter covers the interstellar gas and its molecular
composition, and the other deals with dust grains and their aggregations as dark
nebulae.
A constant theme throughout this book is the interpretation of data. The Boks go
into good detail about the gathering of data into patterns that provide the material
that allow the formation of theories. This is an aspect of science that is usually not
well shown. Most books go into full-blown theory, which can often be sketched out
quickly. This book shows the work that goes into pulling out the larger picture out
of what may seem to be minutiae.
If this book is lacking, it is in dealing with the high-energy phenomena discovered
in the last decade or so, such as gamma-ray bursters, black holes in binary systems,
etc. This book is a product of its times and is generally restricted to visible and
radio observations. However, it still serves as a fine guide to the general processes
that occur all over our galaxy and are the on-going backdrop for this more energetic,
but local phenomena. These are what we will be able to see with our own equipment, and
I would recommend this book to anyone who is interested in these.

Uranus – by William Dominguez

Uranus is the seventh planet in order of distance from the Sun. It is the most
distant planet that can be seen with the unaided eye and can just be barely be seen.
Because it is just barely visible, no one knew it was a planet until William Herschel
accidentally detected it with his newly constructed telescope in 1781 and noticed
that it changed position very rapidly.
Uranus's average distance from the Sun is 1.8 billion miles. Sunlight at this
distance is almost 400 times weaker than sunlight at Earth's distance. The temperature
at the top of the clouds, consequently, is extremely cold- about 350 degrees below
zero. It takes 84 years to complete one revolution around the Sun. It is the third
largest of the planets. Its diameter is 32,000 miles. Four planets the size of Earth
could be lined up side by side across Uranus, and 64 planets the size of Earth would
fit inside it. Uranus rotates rapidly, taking only 17 hours to complete one rotation
on its axis.
Uranus has an unusually large axis tilt of 98 degrees. Consequently, each pole
face the Sun for 21 years. The poles actually receive more sunlight in total than the
equator. Temperatures vary by only a few degrees from equator to pole and from day
to night, indicating the atmosphere is extremely efficient at distribution heat.
Very little was known about Uranus until Voyager II passed only 51,000 miles
from the planet in January 24, 1986. It took high-resolution photographs of the
planet, its rings, and its moons.
Uranus's atmosphere, like Jupiter's and Saturn's, is composed mostly of
hydrogen, helium, and methane. The extremely cold temperature would freeze any ammonia
out of the atmosphere. Winds in the upper atmosphere blow at velocities as high as
200 miles per hour.
The temperature, pressure, and water content continually rise with depth, but
there isn't a sharp surface that separates the atmosphere from the ocean. The water
is ionized and generates strong electrical currents. There may be large amounts of
ammonia mixed in within. Temperatures in this ocean are thousands of degrees, and
pressures are millions of atmospheres.
Uranus has a magnetic field about 80% as strong as the magnetic field of Earth.
The magnetic field is titled 55 degrees from the planet's rotation axis. No one knows
the cause of the unusually large tilt. Some astronomers think that it might be because
the magnetic field doesn't originate near the core but in from the mantle where water
and ammonia may be under sufficient pressure to make them good conductors. The planet
contains radiation belts.
Uranus is surrounded by a set of eleven rings, which were first detected in
1977. The rings are very narrow and composed of fairly large dark particles.
Surprisingly, they are free of dust particles.
Uranus has 15 satellites, ten of which were discovered by Voyager II. Closeups were made of the five satellites that astronomers had detected from EarthMiranda, Ariel, Umbriel, Titania, and Oberon. Their diameters range from 300 miles
for Miranda to 1,000 miles for Oberon. Voyager photographs showed a surprisingly
large variety of types of terrain on Miranda. In fact, it contained almost every kind
of exotic terrain in the solar system. Ariel showed signs of having possibly undergone
icy volcanism. Umbriel appeared to be totally bland. Titania and Oberon were heavily
cratered but showed some signs of past internal activity. No one expected to see any
sign of activity at this great distance from the Sun.

LUNAR OCCULTATIONS (STANDARD COVERAGE)
COMPUTED FOR NEW HAVEN (LAT 42.762 LONG 82.924) FOR 1989
OBETS(COLUMBUS), OHIO IS THE STANDARD STATION AT LAT 39.847 LONG 82.960,
CODE= SA634

Minor Planets for May – June
(calculated by Ken Kelly)
Ephemeris for (29) Amphitrite
Ephemeris for (20) Massalia
Ephemeris for (10) Hygiea
Ephemeris for (4) Vesta

